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Abstract 
This paper is aimed at increasing knowledge about uncertainties of measurements on Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs) 
by applying a model of corrections based on combining a Global Metric procedure, a Monte Carlo statistical analysis and a 
Neural Network method that links and commands both items. In fact, this paper analyses general criteria for using a variant of 
Monte Carlo method (S-Monte Carlo) not only in propagating uncertainties, but also as methodology using numerical simulation 
for collecting necessary information for such propagation. Viewpoint presented here provides a model that stands out with 
contributions to uncertainty of CMM in use, making it a task-oriented calibration alternative methodology applied to CMM with 
special guidance to industry. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper analyses general criteria for using the Monte Carlo method in propagating uncertainties [1], as well as 
methodology for collecting necessary information for such propagation using numerical simulation. Two different 
tools are combined: 
1. Monte Carlo method in modelling and propagation of uncertainties (exhibition not focused on this sense). 
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2. The use of numerical simulation for implementing defined routines, emulating (according to the model) the 
behaviour of affected CMM. Implemented programs are used for machine calculations in determining 
geometric characteristics. 
On this second item, tag “S-MC” (pi Monte Carlo) [2-4] is related to retain the different values obtained for 
coefficients of the model, once a high number of simulation repetitions is performed. This is the way to establish 
uncertainty in subsequent transformations of indicated values and to evaluate confidence regions (massive use); also 
for using an estimator of obtained values and characterize such dispersion estimator (aggregate use). A balance 
based on the Law of Propagation of Uncertainties may be used in this case. 
A neural approach is applied to implement the model susceptibility in response to variability of the measuring 
system [5,6]. For this, a survival criterion which affects uncertainty propagation expression is also applied. 
Adaptation of model is achieved by contrasting resultant values of spread and its internal consistency. 
Presented developments are oriented to support a general purpose model in accordance with requirements of 
comparability and compatibility for metrological performances based on coordinate measuring. It is focused on 
detection and calculation of resources to be applied to solving specific measurement problems entrusted to a 
particular system of measurement. 
Inherent methodology is attended by formulating a process scheme. This methodology operates at a conceptual 
level regarding to involved information and knowledge; such is the Integrated System for Coordinate Measurement 
(forerunner of an Intelligent System). Development is supported by a conceptual metrical model, G_Model. 
Moreover, there are established criteria for construction, calibration, maintenance and exploitation. Finally, 
activities that enable its implementation and operation are made explicit. 
2. Behaviour model for Coordinate Measuring Machines 
Present exposition uses a global scheme oriented to describe the metrological behaviour model called G_Model 
[2-4]. This model consists of three interrelated elements: 
2.1. Parametric model of deviations 
A model of deviations expresses the concept of explicable correspondence between machine coordinates 
(indications) and coordinates of affine vector space which the measurement system materializes. For each probing 
point, an ݔҧ indication is provided by the CMM. Under repeatability conditions of measurement and in absence of 
sources of variability, these indications are coordinates in a ܷ ൌ ൛ݑത௝ൟ. It aims to apply a transformation matrix ധܳ  to pass from ܷ system to ܧ ൌ ሼ ҧ݁௜ሽ (orthonormal basis), where ധܳ ൌ ൣݍ௜௝൧ taking ݅, ݆ values of 1, 2 or 3 in a three-
dimensional case. Relationship between machine coordinates ݔҧ ൌ ൫ݔ௝൯ in ܷ system and 'normalized' coordinates  തܺ ൌ ሺ ௜ܺሻ    with respect to ܧ  system is expressed as തܺ ൌ ധܳݔҧ  . This model expresses errors of scale and 
orthogonality between axes. 
2.2. Conceptual Model 
Conceptual model declares the optimization criterion and fitting procedure of parameters defined in the model of 
deviations. Its statement is as follows: 
"Distance measured between two points is invariant to coordinate transformations introduced in accordance with 
the model of deviations, statistical adjustment model and adopted calibration procedure. Furthermore, it shall be 
consistent with various particular implementations". 
Formally expressed as Euclidean norm, ۃ തܺǡ തܻۄȁா ൌ തܺ௧ തܻ ൌ ݔҧ ௧ ധܳ௧ ധܳ ݕത ൌ ݔҧ௧ܩӖ ݕത ൌ ۃݔҧǡ ݕതۄȁ௎, where a non unitary 
metric tensor ܩӖ is priori assigned to the base of CMM’s coordinates indication. In order to provide comparability 
with usage of calibrated artefacts, it is advantageous to apply a proportionality factor, ݃, obtaining ۃ തܺǡ തܻۄȁா ൌതܺ௧ തܻ ൌ ݔҧ ௧൫݃ ൉ ധܳ௙௧൯൫݃ ൉ ധܳ௙൯ݕത ൌ ݔҧ௧൫݃ଶ ൉ ܩӖ൯ݕത ൌ ۃݔҧǡ ݕതۄȁ௎. 
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2.3. Fitting procedure and statistical model optimization 
The statistical model, in accordance with conceptual model, provides the parameter values. Deviation model 
തܺ ൌ ߤҧ ൅ ߝ ҧ௠ allows to express a relationship between the indications and their corrected values.  The first ones 
obtained from machine records and the second ones obtained from measured values ݔҧ ൌ ധܳିଵ തܺ ൅ ߝ ҧ௥. It results in: 
ݔҧ ൌ തܳିଵߤҧ ൅ ߝ ҧ௠כ ൅ ߝ ҧ௥  (where ߤҧ  : measured quantity value that gives the best measurand approximation; ߝ ҧ௠  : 
measurand definitional uncertainty; ߝ ҧ௥ : random measurement error). 
Indexes of trial procedure will be applied as: ݅ { index of distance (know or unknown), ݆ { index of location and 
݇ { index of sample; ݒҧ ൌ ሺݕത െ ݔҧሻ { difference vector. Clustering the random measurement error in a unique random 
residual variable, ߝ௜௝௞ , then,  ݀௜௝௞ଶ ൌ ݒҧ௜௝௞௧ ܩӖ ݒҧ௜௝௞ ൌ ݀௜ଶ ൅ ߝ௜௝௞  where ݀௜௝௞ଶ  : ̴݅ݐ݄ Euclidean distance obtained in ̴݆ݐ݄ 
location for ̴݇ݐ݄ sample element; ݒҧ௜௝௞  : difference vector in case established by indexes; ݀௜ : measured value for 
̴݅ݐ݄ distance (̴݅ݐ݄ measurand materialization). 
2.4. Calibration procedure 
Above elements may be implemented by a variety of executions, with levels of complexity appropriate to the 
metrological level of the solution to be developed. If sphere artefacts are considered, general procedure consists in: 
1) place the artefact into measurement volume to be characterized; 2) measure spheres of the artefact; 3) repeat steps 
one and/or two so many times as considered. Two alternatives are considered: calibrated or no calibrated artefact. 
3. Elemental processors 
By applying this methodology, a population of coordinate transformation matrices ൛ ധܳ௙ൟ  is achieved. This 
population of matrices, and more specifically statistical characterization of transformed values, will be the way to 
establish uncertainty of measured coordinates of points in measurement volume. To accomplish it, resulting 
variability due to applying all transformations (݂ index) to each machine indication (ݔҧ) is described by തܺ௙ ൌ ധܳ௙ݔҧ 
(Fig. 1). 
The family of transformation matrices retains the lack of repeatability and contributions due to correction by the 
model of deviations. Here is the task where simulation technique is applied using the Monte Carlo method, under S-
MC approach. Simulated values emulate variability coming from all different contributions and enable values for 
setting different elements of the family of matrices. A large number of settings are executed, so that matrices of the 
model will be affected by contributions of variability. The process is the following: 
x Each indication is assigned a variability quantified by square root of sample variance of values measured in 
spheres of the artefact. 
x A random sample of values is generated for each of the applied points during calibration. This sample follows a 
statistical distribution that best describes variability of indicated values (by defect a uniform distribution). 
Parameters of distribution shall be chosen with regard to variability indicated in previous section. Sample values 
should be incorporated when available. 
x Fittings are executed in order to obtain the family of matrices {ന୤}. This is done for each setting, choosing a 
random value at a point and average in all the others. Then fittings are repeated through all samples generated at 
all points in test. To impose this condition (ceteris paribus) intends to consider effect of repeatability on the 
model independently at each point. 
x It must be said that, overall, the present calibration methodology finally seeks the most basic of tasks served by 
CMMs: indication of coordinates linked to a measurand surface expressed as points on a tridimensional vector 
Euclidean space. 
Hereinafter, when referring to approaches authors try to convey a parallel understanding with the outlined 
techniques and methods; in fact, strategies and tactics have more significance than operating elements (or 
mathematical paradigms) of proposed neural network or genetic algorithms. 
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Fig. 1. Transformation matrices applied to provide a measurement result. 
4. CMMs uncertainties 
4.1. Neural network and the G_Model approach 
Calibration tasks developed according to the proposed methodology provide a set of basis transformation 
matrices ധܳ௙ . In determining values adopted by these ധܳ௙  is underlying sensitivity to sources of variability and 
mathematical error, as this scheme is based on metric matrices ܩӖ௙ . The model of deviations describes, in 
metrological terms, the role and scope of changes expressed by ധܳ௙ and ܩӖ௙. Compatibility of numerical simulation 
tools and use of Monte Carlo is highlighted, with neuronal approach [1]. Both techniques are based on numerical 
methods and high volumes of data. 
Neural network processing runs emulation of behaviours of the measuring system with the aim of adapting to 
conditions of use, meeting requirements of metrological comparability and compatibility. The resulting model, even 
based on a linear parametric relationship (expressed by coordinate transformation), is not linear and it is 
characterized by allowing parallel, distributed and adaptive processing (outlined below). 
Each matrix ധܳ௙ , as elemental processor, will be considered as a constituent neuron of neural network. Each 
neuron ധܳ௙ provides a single response or output to a stimulus or input element. As input element to a neural network 
it is expected an indication of point coordinates (probed or simulated) or a set of point coordinates related to a 
geometric element (dimensional or form specification). For this reason, an input layer to the network will be 
provided whose neurons condition and manage indications, channelling to hidden layer processing. Input layer 
executes pre-selection actions, categorization, clustering and a differential treatment. As result of these actions, a 
reinterpretation of outputs provided by elementary processors in hidden layer is necessary. Output layer must re-
condition data from hidden layer considering criteria applied by input layer. This output layer should redirect 
transformed indications giving them a meaning in relation to the measurement task and attending the function in 
which they are applied. Function is retained by input layer and must be transferred to output layer for interpreting 
the result. 
To clarify the exposed concepts, they are summarized over a more general view of neural networks in relation to 
" G_Model" in its most basic specification. Elementary processors are functionally arranged like layers and these 
conform the neural network (following Freeman and Skapura [7]). Relationship between a generic neural network 
components and G_Model's elements are shown in Table 1. 
Continuing with the calibration process, it aims to determine an appropriate value of parameters in relation to 
processing elements. This is done on basis of the structure, elements and relationships linked to the use or role 
played by the network. 
A set of transformation matrices, ധܳ௙, acts as neural network due to their ability to describe, retain and apply 
dependencies between input and output variables. They do it based on a finite number of observations and by 
imposition of metrological requirements. During the learning process, specific values of matrices are established 
(those that describe behaviour of the measuring system). As consequence of learning, knowledge gained from 
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calibration can be used to provide a right answer applicable to metrological data not used in network training. This 
must be under reproducibility conditions and conditioned by requirement of comparability and metrological 
compatibility. The neural network so constructed serves to purpose of consolidating a model for describing and 
predicting based on statistical patterns of behaviour, captured under action of a variety of causes and influence 
factors (factors affecting variation in use of the measurement systems). Characteristics of learning process must be 
declared in correspondence with architecture and functionality of layers. Training times must be acceptable and 
should anticipate learning process performance in accordance with intended use of each measuring system. An 
added value is that resulting implementation can support different configurations or implementations. 
Table 1. Neural network components in the G_Model. 
Generic Network G_Model 
Input units receive information from other neurons or the outer, 
transferring it to the next layer without any processing. 
Indications should support a first adaptation and identification of 
transformation matrices involved in the measure. 
Output units provide the answer for user interpretation. Transformed coordinates need to be conditioned for statistical description of 
the result or for transiting to the algorithms associated with geometric 
elements (in case they are understood to be external to network processing). 
Hidden layers develop data processing. Transformation matrices are grouped by cohort (or subsets associated with 
particular tasks or usage conditions of the measuring system). Algorithms 
associated with geometric elements would be added as process layer, in case 
they are identified as constituents of the network associated to a 
measurement system. 
 
During learning the described conceptual model is imposed. It is a condition of metric consistency which aims to 
give satisfaction and compliance with traceability requirements, in particular of comparability. 
Presented description (see Fig. 2) is aligned with supervised learning, as it should respond to an external 
reference, in terms of compatibility and comparability. Thus, it is both a metrological assessment requirement and a 
convergence criterion, and it is based on the condition of invariance of distance (Euclidean metric associated to an 
affine vector space). As it is a condition submitted to uncertainty, itself is the source of need for adaptation, which in 
turn is provided by the neural network. Complexity and variability of estimating model parameters is accomplished 
by using numerical simulation. An adaptation of the model, which presents susceptibility to points space state and 
evolution of influence factors, has been achieved by applying S-MC approach. 
Generally, some characteristic properties are expected in neural networks. It is of interest to review them in 
contrast with the present argumentative paradigm: 
Self-organization: neural network structure or configuration responds to learning process, both for learning using 
experimental situations or for learning based on external rules and information transference. In any case, network 
learning is an activity based on a reality perception, which can be felt by the network. Stimulus is retained by the 
conjectural perception over neuronal system, affecting to each elementary processor (ന୤ matrices), conforming an 
answer to achieve in accordance to a success criteria (convergence condition). 
Adaptive learning: although the formal model of elementary processors is the same, stimulus situations during 
learning serve to establish specific values that govern the response of each of these neurons. Stimulus situations, 
although reproducible, change following evolution of influence magnitudes, identifiable or latent. This variability 
allows adaptation of the network to behaviour of the measuring system, in contrast to convergence criteria, 
optimization and traceability. 
Robustness and integrity: network shows emulation capability that is related to metrological behaviour of the 
measurement system. This is provided by a massive platform of memory and interconnected elements, pointing to 
redundancy that statistical treatment reinforces, due to flexibility to changes in the amount of available data and 
even to occurrence of spurious data. 
However, in the next section which is concerned to genetic approach, neural network and G_Model, a 
reinforcement particular element is introduced for this capacity, in particular for requirements of good metrological 
practice, as is a population success criterion. 
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Fig. 2. Outline of neuronal learning process by calibration. 
Parallel operation: in practice, processing of different inputs is independent among them, so that flow of 
indications is treated without sequencing. There may be a limitation in this capacity depending on the delegated 
functions to the neural network and post-processing methodologies for correcting indications. This occurs when 
input is a multi-indication referred to the same geometrical element and a settlement of all or part of them is 
necessary to generate the exit (fitting a definition, implementation by tolerance bands or other). These caveats 
depend on the opportunity to incorporate these functions to the network. 
Non explanatory behaviour: network can help users to anticipate their capability in measuring tasks, but it does 
not have an inherent ability to explain the reasons. User confidence will be sustained by success in calibration tests 
and in the inter-comparison among involved laboratories or entities. Again, a good metrological practice is required 
as guidance on maintaining confidence in measuring system performance. 
4.2. Genetic approach, neural network and G_Model 
Assessment of quality provided by the system is necessary. Even being a systematic learning activity leading to 
constitute an effective implementation of the measurement system, elements of assurance and treatment of 
deviations ought to be implemented. Thus, once the system has been constituted and implemented in their values 
and ready to be used, it has to undergo contrast tasks in relation to developed metrological role. 
To conclude, control rules among calibrations should be provided and also criteria for suitability and 
recalibration. These will be tasks of the metrological maintenance function. 
Dynamism of learning stage and the neuronal approach clarify flexibility of implemented model and its potential 
susceptibility to changes in variability factors, therefore to uncertainty in use. During a change the errors, or theirs 
contributions, can produce variations to uncertainty of influence magnitudes, not always in the sense of degradation 
or deterioration. To exploit the qualities of this proceeding scheme, to reflect these changes and to report compliance 
status of the system is appropriate. 
In response to these arguments, the proposed strategy resembles a criterion of survival in a context of genetic 
algorithms. Therefore, a description about how to integrate the paradigm of evolution based on natural selection and 
survival of most suitable elements is faced. Reproductive mechanism or population success of the best-adapted 
individual establish a legacy by continuous existence of their characteristics under optimal response hypothesis. 
Earlier neurons in hidden layer, the ധܳ௙ matrices, would be the most intuitive candidates inside this population. This 
is explained below with a strategy which supports implementation of natural selection criteria. 
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Attention is focused on value processing activities carried out by hidden layer. This layer is composed by 
coordinate transformation matrices, ധܳ௙. Effort of management of routes and linkage criterions of resulting elements 
in transit between layers is not negligible. Therefore, it has been relegated here due to proximity to logistics aspects 
closed to action implementation. 
A combined exposure about neural network missions and transformation matrices genesis is advisable. 
According with neuronal implementation approach all basis transformation matrices { ധܳ௙} act like neurons. Their 
tasks related to hidden layer (in use) are expressed by: 
ݔҧ  : input { measurement system indications, they are transmitted by input layer to relevant groups of 
transformation matrices.  
ݕത௙ ൌ ധܳ௙ݔҧ  : once the inputs reach inner or hidden layer, an output adapted from inner generated values is 
presented in order to interpret it, or making it available to the user. Here, at level of point coordinates. Obviously, a 
subsequent additional layer may be located where algorithms associated with geometric elements would be applied. 
൛ݕത௙ൟ ՜ ሼݕതǢ ܷሽ: output (stated for point coordinates). 
A survival criteria is set for every ധܳ௙  neurons in the network, in context with a behaviour type of "genetic 
algorithm". Biography of each member is used to describe evolution of neurons, attending to the following 
curricular milestones: 
a) Each probing point has been a seed or patriarch in the genesis (by simulation) of a synthetic point cohort 
(simulated values in the environment of each probing point). 
b) By applying S-MC methodology under test conditions according to G_Model, {ܩӖ௙} and { ധܳ௙} families have 
been established for each cohort. 
c) At each condition of use of these families, whether in maintenance, re-verification or measurement procedures 
(in general, metrological functions), different cohorts will be involved in their mission to reflect behaviour of 
the measurement system. 
d) Survival criterion is applied to establish when specific elements of each cohort lose effectiveness. 
Effectiveness will be evaluated applying a contrast using a mission consisting of variability emulation in 
consistency with the system behaviour. According to this survival criterion, there will be specific elements that 
provide inconsistent results. If so, it will proceed to: 
- remove contributions of these neurons in the network; 
- check survival of the cohort or clan of this neuron (a loss of significance in elements affecting a cohort will 
determine a clan extinction); 
- implementation of specific maintenance, re-verification or specification tests will provide new points from 
which generation of new cohorts or clans will be possible. Validated indications supplied from reality 
(measures) will be added to continuous learning process. 
Thus, population of matrices { ധܳ௙} evolves by survival (extinction if applied criterion), without detriment to 
increase the amount of individuals based on success. It is noted an apparent lack to something as biological as 
reproduction of successful individuals. Remembering genesis of transformation matrices, from indications of 
probing points a cohort of matrices is generated by simulation. A plurality of sensitive individuals to system 
variability is exposed to environment at this first stage of proliferation. Population success is given by survival of 
clan, based on achievement and, in principle, not by proliferation of those individuals which match reference values. 
There is not a reinforcement of survivor, but an addition of virtuous. To summarize, see the case of subscript 2 in 
Fig. 3. 
This combination of approaches and tools allows adoption of a discretionary usage. So, clans which are affine to 
the measuring system conditions for a specific task can be prioritized or applied in order to ensure the best fit (input 
layer of neural network supports this function). Weighting arguments based on system configuration (providing 
evidence of independence) like localism, seasonality, affinity in task, system status, environmental conditions, state 
of measurand, staff experience, severity requirements and others from a set of applicable contributions to the 
uncertainty budget, may be applied. This is carried out by identifying tasks related to clans and it allows to support 
schemes based on task-oriented calibration or on task similarity. 
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Fig. 3. Failed neurons extinction and incorporation of validated results. 
5. Conclusions 
The general aim is to abound in knowledge related to metrological behaviour of coordinate measurement 
systems. S-MC implementation allows assigning dominant uncertainty contributions to CMM measurements, 
providing several advantages:  
x It gives a model that stands out with contributions to uncertainty of CMM in use.  
x It enables development of guidelines and procedures for measuring and analysis of uncertainties propagation with 
special guidance to industry. 
x It provides establishment of criteria for adapting measuring systems to their intended use, with sensitivity to 
specific requirements of different metrological activities [8,9].  
x It is an alternative methodology to calibration applied to CMM, providing an indication of attributable 
uncertainty of carried out (or to be performed) measurements. 
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